THE ‘PUSHBACK’ STRATEGY!
LET’S PUT AN END TO THIS GLOBAL MADNESS AND
TYRANNY ONCE AND FOR ALL!
This eight-minute read shows how we can ALL unite in 2022/3 peacefully to defeat those
psychopaths who wish us harm and who are assembling a totalitarian future for the entire
human race.
The world is becoming divided like never before. Schisms are breaking out in families and communities as people
everywhere become entrenched in what they believe to be ‘right’. Arguments are suddenly erupting at dinner
tables between friends. Lifelong friendships are being tested. People are having to promise loved ones that they
will not ‘talk about it’ even though ‘the other side’, who are still clearly in the majority, considers it perfectly
alright to do so, regardless of any hurt or distress that that may cause.
Unbearable tensions are building between those who believe and feel comfortable with the official narrative
that the mainstream media incessantly pumps out both over the airwaves and through the printed word, and
those in the minority—but, thankfully, very much a growing minority—who have recently found channels of
information online which are new to them but which resonate in such a way that they suddenly realise that,
although they can’t quite put their finger on it yet, something is very wrong indeed with what the government
is saying and doing! When it comes to what the majority—but happily now a shrinking majority—thinks, it would
seem that unsubstantiated fears put out by the mainstream media play a significant part in explaining people’s
present inability to use common sense and to apply critical thinking when trying to make sense of the insanity
they see happening all around them.
It’s as if we’re all living in a script for some huge blockbuster disaster movie where a tiny number of ordinary
people suddenly find themselves caught up in something quite extraordinary. Their lives are turned upside down
as they try and warn their families, friends and workmates that everything is not quite what it seems and that
some sort of hidden ‘plan’ is being rolled out that is going to result in death, mayhem and change on a truly
massive scale. But when they try to warn other ‘ordinary decent people’ that something is very, very wrong,
they are greeted with ‘you’re a conspiracy theorist’, ‘you’ve been watching too many movies’ and ‘stop
frightening people with this rubbish’. A few actually listen and start to investigate for themselves, but the
majority carry on as usual, obeying the increasingly Orwellian diktats that come out of the mouths of those
‘highly qualified’ and ‘trusted’ scientists who are ‘advising’ our not-so-trusted politicians—politicians who are
currently enjoying their perceived moments of real and naked power over people whilst refusing point-blank to
look at the increasing evidence being sent in to them by alarmed constituents who can see that something is
clearly amiss and not at all right.
We are, of course, talking here about the alleged ‘COVID-19’ pandemic but, equally, we could also be talking
about so-called ‘climate change’! For those of us who can sense and see that the world is being prepared for
something truly dark and evil, it is, of course, extremely depressing and exasperating to see just how
programmed our families, friends and workmates have become. We’ve all been told that we’re ’anti-vaxxers’ or
‘climate deniers’, as good and unsuspecting people repeat the carefully prepared mantras coming out of the
mainstream media. We know that those who we love and respect are essentially the victims of a huge and wellcoordinated psychological attack that has taken many years to unroll and for us to fathom out. They are all
collectively in a hypnotic state and we must now try and find something that is akin to the proverbial ‘clicking of
the fingers’ to bring them all out of it.
Thankfully, this dire situation we all find ourselves in is most definitely not a lost cause by any stretch of the
imagination! Even though the wretched psychopaths, who make up ‘the other side’, are so confident of their
globalist ambitions to ‘improve’ the human race, we do actually have the ultimate trump card to play that will
bring all of their ambitions crashing down around them and which will completely restore our essential
freedoms, prosperity and sovereignty. Whether it be their burgeoning ‘Great Reset’, their ‘Fourth Industrial

Revolution’ or their ‘Green New Deal’—all of which have sadly ensnared good but very naive people into trusting
these global megalomaniacs—there is one major flaw in their far-reaching ‘technocracy’ plan for world
domination over us. There is an Achilles heel. They know this… and a few of us know this too!
At the moment, the hidden ‘Deep State’, as researchers like to call this secretive grouping of extremely powerful
and wealthy individuals, is very largely invisible. People, to a very large extent, have absolutely no idea of its
existence. And the programming through the Deep State’s controlled media and academia is so effective, that
these psychopaths can actually meet openly at events such as the World Economic Forum in Davos and still get
away with their planning and their plotting. It’s as if they’ve wrapped themselves up in a ‘cloak of invisibility’.
But what exactly is that cloak made of? Simple! It is made up of our quite appalling and unforgivable ignorance
that we all have about money creation and money supply. This unbelievable failure in our collective knowledge
base has resulted in our surrendering of these vital and strategically important fiscal matters to this Deep State—
a private, unelected and unaccountable mind-set that has now successfully ‘weaponised’ money to the
detriment of us all.
Now, please, don’t switch off here! To a lot of people, economics is just boring, complex and completely
unfathomable. It is… and, you could argue, deliberately so! But not in this particular case. And here’s a taster to
prove this.
How many people reading this article today know anything about the existence of an organisation called the
Bank for International Settlements, or the BIS as it is sometimes referred to? With absolute certainty,
researchers know that well below one percent of the global population has ever heard of it… and even less of
that paltry figure can actually tell you what it does.
Well, here’s the answer. The BIS is a PRIVATE, UNELECTED and UNACCOUNTABLE organisation that was founded
in 1930 by Hjalmar Schacht, Hitler’s future Minister of Economics, along with Montagu Norman, the Bank of
England’s longest serving Governor. Based in Basle, Switzerland, this virtually unheard-of bank currently
oversees well over 95% of the world’s money by directly controlling 63 private central banks (including the Bank
of England, the Federal Reserve, the People’s Bank of China, the Central Bank of the Russian Federation and the
European Central Bank) and by directly influencing a host of other smaller private central banks which cover
almost every country in the world, including extremely unstable and failed states like Afghanistan (Da
Afghanistan Bank) and Libya (Central Bank of Libya). All of their top-level meetings are held in absolute secrecy
with no minutes made available for public scrutiny. And you really couldn’t make this bit up… they’ve actually
given themselves diplomatic immunity so that no-one can properly investigate their goings-on and blatant
criminality!
And their criminality is blatant! Unlike the rest of humanity—that is overwhelmingly made up of decent and lawabiding people—private bankers can and do just create money completely out of thin air as debt. It is not based
on anything tangible like gold or other assets, it is just a simple ledger exercise that we, mere mortals, are not
supposed to know anything about, let alone understand. It’s actually called fraud! But they are allowed to do
this because of our thoroughly stupid, ignorant and/or corrupted politicians who turn the other way rather than
confront this blatant criminality head-on. The private bankers completely control our elected servants—and
here’s the proof of this.
Did you know that any sovereign nation can, through its treasury (and not a private central bank controlled by
the BIS), create, issue and control its own debt-free and interest-free money that is based entirely on that
nation’s wealth and creativity? Think about that! There’s no actual need for any complex or invasive direct
taxation. There’s no need to borrow ‘fresh air’ money from the private bankers and financiers. And there’s no
need, ever again, to suffer austerity measures and cutbacks to our essential services. And here’s an historical
example of this ridiculously simple fiscal mechanism that proves it can be done but which has been deliberately
and effectively airbrushed out of the mainstream history that’s taught in our schools and universities.
In August 1914, with Britain then on the ‘gold standard’, the British government, through HM Treasury, issued
the so-called ‘Bradbury Pound’ that saved the entire nation from financial collapse at the outbreak of the First
World War. This occurred when the privately controlled Bank of England realised that it did not have the
wherewithal in gold to pay out to people who were panicked by what was happening and who wanted the Bank’s

IOU paper notes (which all bore the distinct and now infamous ‘debt’ strapline “Promise to pay the Bearer on
Demand the Sum of …… Pounds”) converted into physical gold sovereigns. These debt-free and interest-free
Treasury notes (the initial batches all bearing the signature of Sir John Bradbury, the then permanent secretary
to the Treasury) became available within three days of Britain’s entry into the war and everyone happily
accepted them because they were clearly backed by the wealth and creativity of the nation.
However, inexplicably, these Treasury notes were then phased out rapidly once the fat-cat private bankers had
been saved and the government scandalously made the decision to go back to borrowing debt-laden ‘fresh air’
money from these fraudulent bankers. This resulted in the National Debt going up from £650 million in 1914 to
£7,500 million in 1919 when it shouldn’t have gone up at all… and £1 in 1914 is the equivalent in today’s money
of £121! From the First World War onwards, the central bankers have been criminally strangling the world of its
sovereignty, prosperity and happiness… and it’s our collective ignorance and stupidity about money creation
and money supply that is allowing all of this to happen!
This simple and credible fiscal process that creates debt-free and interest-free money for the good of all, and
which gives real stability and prosperity to free and sovereign nations, is known as sovereign money or sovereign
national credit. It is just simple common sense and it is completely lawful. However, as proof that the political
class is not working for the ordinary people, this form of money creation has been banned and hushed up by
our politicians or, more accurately, by their controllers who make up the Deep State.
So, here is the solid evidence we need that shows that all of us are being controlled by a secretive, unelected
and unaccountable tier of hidden and unlawful governance that is causing this growing chaos, unhappiness
and division that we see affecting our families, workplaces and communities. We should not be falling out
amongst ourselves over their outright lies and deception, but we should be raising our game to understand
who the real enemy is and how they are in this position to control us completely.
It’s not rocket science! Those who control the world’s money, control the world’s stage. It really is that simple.
At the moment unelected, unaccountable and private psychopaths are deciding how much, or, more accurately,
how little money the world has to spend. That is why we have a so-called ‘Third World’. That is why every night
you have hundreds of millions of families going to bed hungry, scared and destitute. That is why, to quote Oxfam,
you have 2,153 billionaires having more wealth than the 4.6 billion people who make up 60 percent of the
planet’s population. And that is why a sizeable number of us are suffering from unsustainable debt! They have
well and truly rigged the financial system of the world and the whole world is clearly suffering for it.
Henry Ford, the car magnate, once said “It is well enough that people of the nation do not understand our
banking and monetary system, for if they did, I believe there would be a revolution before tomorrow morning”.
Has the penny finally dropped? We’re all in the same boat together—the boat of humanity! These wretched
psychopaths are attempting to divide us and, sadly, the majority of us are currently still allowing this to happen
by presently falling for their two almighty scams, ‘COVID-19’ and so-called ‘climate change’. And for those who
are still unsure that this is the case, please ask yourselves this one simple question—why are scientists and
academics, with extremely credible and relevant qualifications, being refused any access to the BBC, ITV, Sky or
any of the mainstream news channels to debate an alternative viewpoint to the ‘official’ narratives? Or, to put
it another way, why has the science behind ‘COVID-19’ and ‘Climate Change’ been completely shut down? How
is this different to the book burning seen during Hitler’s reign of thuggery, terror and mass murder? The message
that everyone should now be shouting at the top of their voices to the mainstream media and the political class
is “Debate now! What are you so bloody scared of?”
Now that we are starting to understand how this private banking and monetary system works, and we can see
the truly ghastly mind-set that’s behind it, the Deep State will be on borrowed time. 2022 and 2023 have to be
the years of unity and truth where we all stand up together fully to expose this criminal nonsense once and for
all. This is the year that we finally take back and restore our essential freedoms and our sovereignty whilst
bringing the ringleaders of the Deep State to justice under the Common Law. We have the clear evidence now
that can collapse this global prison system that is being assembled to control our lives in detail, whether in the
home, on the streets or in the workplace. We now have the knowledge needed to put an end to their completely
contrived ‘Great Reset’ and ‘Green New Deal’, whilst at the same time ensuring a future world that experiences

only real peace, prosperity, justice and ecology. Far-reaching wisdom, humility and common sense will now
replace greed, debt, division and lawlessness.
So, what is this ‘Pushback Strategy’? Well, it is extremely simple. We just push out far and wide this suppressed
information so that it becomes mainstream. Once people understand fully what you’ve just read, and
remembering what Henry Ford once said, a grassroots momentum will suddenly build that will take a life of its
own and which, using the Common Law, will lawfully and peacefully push aside the corrupted political class and
put an immediate end to this global madness and intrigue. Freedom will prevail over tyranny! It is therefore
absolutely essential that this vital and hidden information now goes out far and wide and goes truly viral around
the world. Please send this on to everyone you know. Thank you.
Justin Walker (on behalf of the Hardwick Alliance for Real Ecology, the British Constitution Group and the New
Chartist Movement).
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• www.davidicke.com
• www.ukcolumn.org
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